
Plan Your Career Journey in Abroad with Astrology Predictions

The attraction to settle abroad through study visa, PR or Business Visa is truly matchless among today’s generation as every next 

person aspires to settle in foreign country. However, life in a foreign country might sound attractive but it encompasses a lot of 

struggle, problems and concerns that a person faces after reaching there.So, how will your journey abroad be? Is your plan to study 

abroad good or not? Should you aspire to make a career in a foreign country or it’ll be a wrong move? There are so many questions 

related to this decision that a person struggles with. But you can get answers by choosing the path of career astrology.

https://www.vinaybajrangi.com/career-astrology.php


Yes, with abroad study horoscope, you can get to know a lot of things related to foreign settlement. But for 
that, it is mandatory to connect with a good astrologer who has mastered in foreign settlement astrology. In 
this article, we will take you on a ride on how to effectively plan your career journey abroad with 
astrology predictions and try to make your dreams to settle abroad achievable.

Finding out what your Grahas and Nakshatras say about your prospects to settle in abroad 
through career astrology -

Career astrology starts from reviewing the birth chart of a native and analysing the placement of various Grahas and 
Nakshatras in the respective houses which are effective for such aspirations or decision to settle abroad. Therefore, we can 
say the natal chart of a native would serve as the core blueprint through which the astrologer makes the respective 
predictions about your study and career abroad. In this Kundali review, the astrologers pay attention to the 9th house of 
the kundali because this house is related to long-distance movements of the native from his or her birthplace or residence. 
The long distance move could be a cause of travelling, higher education or any other purpose of life.

Along with the 9th house, the conditions of Neptune with Sagittarius zodiac sign are also taken into account because they 
signify exploration to native.

Here, it is worth noting that astrology would only help you give insights related to such aspects of your life, but don’t consider 
for 100% certainty as changes keep taking place with the transits of Grahas and Nakshatras and their placements. Therefore, 
abroad study horoscope would help you knowing if your decision would be right or not or what would be likely problems 
you might face. From your birth chart, a good foreign astrology expert can suggest a predisposition around your foreign 
connections, but yes, the end outcome would depend upon your own Karma and actions and choices.
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Role of transits in predicting timing –

The planetary balance and symphony create transitions as well as positive 
transformations which commit for a time to grow for a native. The transits like Jupiter’s 
move in the 9th house of Kundali or Saturn’s move to the 10th house of Kundali signify 
good and happy timing to consider for change. Such transits are good to consider for 
taking a move abroad as well.

In addition, these planetary settings can also develop favourable conditions or 
circumstances for a person to feel inclined towards study abroad or moving abroad. By 
timely aligning your efforts with these planetary transits and timings, a person can make 
the best of such moments.

For having more precision with your questions related to your plans for a career abroad, 
consultation from a good astrologer is highly recommended. With an astrologer, you will 
be guided through the best route to follow your aspirations along with a full voice 
report on your Kundali review.
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Conclusion –

The aspirations of study abroad or career in a foreign country can 
certainly be fulfilled if you consider astrology as your guide. Through 
your Kundali, the astrologer would see potential areas where you 
might face difficulty and provide required astrological remedies to 
overcome them. With an abroad study horoscope, you can find 
relevant clues about the correctness of your decision and thus can 
prepare yourself for the upcoming challenges. Just connect with the 
right astrologer today and get consultation with a complete online 
report for the best outcomes in this endeavour.
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